
LEGO SERIOUS PLAY 
METHOD LANGUAGE CLASS



Group characteristics – students of ZS8 in Szczecin, Poland, planning to participate in a 
4-week mobility project in Londonderry (Sept 2020), 
age: 17 – 18,
lg level: B1+/B2,
no of SS: 12,
class type: ESP (English language in hospitality),
class time: 2x45 min,
method: based on LEGO Serious Play®, SEA (solve problems-explore ideas-achieve
objectives),
approach: communicative (visual, auditory, kinaesthetic),
classroom dynamic stages: individual work (exploration), pairwork (exploration+solving), 
classwork (exploration+solving = achieving), 
teacher: Joanna Rygielska-Barwacz,
teacher`s role: facilitator, instructor, organiser, coach, class scenario author, 
SS` role: creators, team builders, self-teachers, instructors, innovators, explorers.



SS` major needs/class aims:
1. group integration,
2. communication lg skills development,
3. vocab development,
4. lg functions development, 
5. decreasing speaking bareers and travelling fears,
6. getting familiar with the project destination –
Londonderry,
7. getting familiar with the project schedule.



Anticipated results:
1. creation of a real team, 
2. increase of SS` speaking competence,
3. enhancement of lg functions awareness (negotiations, 
asking for opinion and clarification, agreeing, disagreeing, 
suggesting, offering, expressing opinion),
4. development of vocab (tourism, free time, shopping, history, 
mobility projects metalanguage),
5. development of other lg skills: listening and reading
comprehension, 
6. decrease of psychological fears.



The main objective of the lesson: 
Planning a 4 – week schedule of a mobility

project in Londonderry 

The schedule will constitute a system built on 
solutions of 4 different tasks explored by 4 

different groups of SS. 



The objective achievement will result in filling in the numbered
gaps in the system/grid below (visible on the classroom board).



STAGE 1
Task-based activities for groups of 4 SS each –

(exploring and solving = sharing):
group 1- planning 2 evening activities, 
group 2 – planning 2 weekend trips, 

group 3 – planning 2 city sightseeing trips,
group 4 – planning 2 ideas promoting Poland.



STAGE 1 details:
SS are given the tasks and materials 

(brochures + Internet access + note pads).
SS read their tasks. Ask for explanation if

necessary. 
5. Time is set: 25 minutes.



Task example



Group A: You`re going to design 2 evening activities which will take place in Londonderry during 2 
evenings after work. There are 4 options to choose from:
1. climbing,
2. movie night,
3. quiz night,
4. dancing night (disco). 
Study the materials provided and talk with your partner(s) about the following:
1. When/Where to organize the activities – find a real place in Derry,
2. What time to start/finish,
3. How to get there from North West Academy building (if necessary) – bus? What number? On foot? 
4. How long?,
5. How much of your pocket money you can spend (optional),
6. How to prepare (any dress code, equipment, etc.),
7. Who is responsible for what?
Conditions:
Only climbing can be paid for,
NWA office can be used,
Use the Internet access and/or the brochures to explore the possible venues,
Use the adequate lg functions,
Be ready to answer questions from other groups about the reasons for your choice.
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STAGE 2 (achieving = building a system)
Classwork – SS present their ideas to the 

class. T fills in the slots on the table while the 
SS are talking, other SS give their opinion. 
There is also some room for: clarification, 

modification, refining, negotiation of options
for the schedule.



STAGE 2



STAGE 2 – objective achieved



Benefits of the class:
SS
1. were able to know one another better,
2. learnt about the destination,
3. trained their speaking skills and a specific vocabulary. 
4. were able to share their ideas, express themselves, create sth more complexed
together, reflect on what they achieved and then refine their outcome, 
5. had a chance to: question others, understand other views, use the language as 
a means for successful cooperation,  create a mutual understanding on the topic
of common interest.
T
1. got to know the participants of the mobility, 
2. recognised the personalities,
3. is able to create other pre- mobility classes according the the SS` needs and 
profiles.


